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The notion of weak normality we deal with in this note was first 
introduced by Andreotti and Bombieri [I]. Soon after Traverso introduced 
the notion of seminormality which coincides with the above one in the 
characteristic zero case. As is well known, the latter has an important role in 
connection with Picard groups, and is studied bymany authors. Compared 
with the latter, we have little knowledge of the former in spite of its impor- 
tance. The purpose of this note is to give atheorem which shows some utility 
of the notion of weak normality. 
Let R be a ring. A symmetric R-algebra ofrank one is, by definition, an 
R-algebra which is isomorphic to a symmetric algebra S,(L) of some 
L E Pit(R) over R. Therefore anR-algebra isa symmetric R-algebra ofrank 
one if and only if it is locally a polynomial gebra inone variable (cf. [3]). 
In this note we shall prove the following 
THEOREM. Let R E S be a finite extension of reduced noetherian ri gs. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) R is weakly normal in S. 
(ii) Every R-algebra A such that SOR A is a symmetric S-algebra of 
rank one is itself a symmetric R-algebra of rank one. 
By definition, f R is a field, then R is weakly normal in S if and only if S 
has no purely inseparable e ments over R except hose contained inR (see 
Section 1). Therefore inthis case our Theorem is an easy consequence of
well-known results onforms of the affine line (cf. [lo] and [ 15 I). 
Let R G S be a finite extension of noetherian ri gs, and let X, ,..., X, and X 
be variables. A form of R[X,,..., X,] which is trivial over S is an R-algebra 
A such that S OR A E S[X,,..., X,] as S-algebras (cf. [7]). With this 
terminology, ourTheorem is a result onthe triviality of forms of R[X] if R
is local. 
In Section 1,we shall give acharacterization of weak normality, andusing 
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it we shall prove that he implication (ii) + (i) of Theorem holds. In
Section 2, we shall generalize a Swan’s result [ 16, Lemma 6.41. We shall 
give in Section 3 asufficient co dition f ra form of R [XI ,-*., XT]which is 
trivial over S to be trivial itself (over R) using higher derivations on 
S[X, v-*.3 Xr](Proposition 2), a d as an application of this result we have 
Broposition 3, which says that aform A of R [X] which is trivial over S is a 
mmetric R-algebra of rank one if A, is a trivial form of 
E AssR(S/R). By virtue ofProposition 3, wecan reduce th 
implication (i) * (ii) of Theorem to the case that is a field. Finally, in 
Section 4 we shall accomplish theproof of Theorem. 
We remark here that our Theorem has a very close connection with the 
theory of quasi-polynomial algebras di cussed in [2] if our objects are rings 
which contain the field ofrational umbers Q. 
All rings and algebras considered in this note will be commutative with 
units. 
1. WEAK NORMALITY AND THE PROOF OF (ii)>(i) OF THEOREM 
Let R c S be a finite extension of rings. We will denote by s* 
) the weak normalization (resp. the seminormalization) of R i  S. Recall 
at :R and :R are defined asfollows (cf. [ 1, 5and 171): 
* = {a E SI for every PE Spec(R), there is an integer n > 0 
fuch that (a/l)‘” E R, + J(S,), where e = the characteristic 
exponent ofk(P)], 
and 
JR = {a E Slu/l ER, + J(S,) for every P E Spec(R)}, 
where /(S,) is the Jacobson radical of S,. We say that 
(resp. seminormal) in S if R = ZR (resp. ifR = fR). 
weakly normal in S, then R is seminormal in S. 
It is well known that R is seminormal in S if and only if every element ca
of S which satisfies a*, a3 E R itself belongs toR (cf. [6]). An analogous 
characterization also h lds for weak normality, i.e., we have the following 
result: 
PR~PQ~~TI~N 1. Let R c S be a Jinite extension of rings. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
6) is weakly normal in S. 
(ii) (a) R is seminormal in S, and 
(b) every element a of S which satisfies a p, paE R for some prime p
itself beloPzgs to R. 
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ProoJ Since weak normality implies seminormality, we may assume that 
R is seminormal inS. (i) + (ii)(b) : Let a be an element of S such that a4 R 
and up, pa E R. for some prime p. Let P be an arbitrary p ime ideal of R. If 
char k(P) fp, then a/l E R, becausepl is invertible in R,. If char k(P) =p, 
then (a/l)” E R,. Thus a is an element of ZR = R. 
(ii)(b) 3 (i): W e note first that for every P E Spec(R), the extension 
R, E S, also satisfies (ii)(b). Suppose now contrarily that R is not weakly 
normal in S, and let a be an element of ZR with a 6Z R. Let P be a minimal 
prime ideal of R : Ru, and put p = char k(P) and e = the characteristic 
exponent of k(P). Then by the definition of ZR, (a/l)‘” E (Rp + J(S,)) fI 
R [al, = RP + J(R [ah> f or some n > 0. Since R, = R [u]o for all prime ideal 
Q of R such that Q c P, and since R, is seminormal inR [a],, we have 
J(R [u],) c R, (cf. [ 171). Therefore (u/l)‘” E R,. Note here that 
pl E PR,=J(R[u],); h ence p(u/l)j E R, for all j> 0. Now by induction 
n we have u/l E R,; this is a contradiction. Therefore R is weakly normal in 
S. 
Remark. H. Yanagihara h s already obtained the following result: Let 
R c S be a finite extension frings, and assume that R contains a field of 
characteristic p > 0.Then R is weakly normal in S if and only if R is p- 
closed in S(i.e., every element a of S with up E R belongs to R). Since p- 
closedness implies eminormality, his result is contained in our 
Proposition 1. 
The proof of (ii) * (i) of Theorem. It is sufficient to show that if R is not 
weakly normal in S, then there xists anR-algebra A such that S OR A is a 
symmetric S-algebra ofrank one, but A itself isnot a symmetric R-algebra 
of rank one. Therefore suppose that R is not weakly normal in S; hence the 
assertion (ii) in Proposition 1 does not hold. Consider first the case that R is 
not seminormal inS. Then there xists anelement a of S such that a65 R 
and a’, u3 E R. Let X be a variable, andlet A be an R-subalgebra of S[X] 
generated byX + ax*, u2X3 and u3X4. It then follows from [ 18, Example 1
and Lemma 4.11 that S OR A z S [X] and A is not isomorphic toR [Xl. 
(Note that A = R [X + ax’] + (cz2, a”) R [Xl.) Therefore A is not a symmetric 
R-algebra ofrank one, because A, is not isomorphic toRp[X] for every 
prime ideal P of R such that a/l g R, . Consider next the case that here 
exists anelement a of S such that a6Z R and up, pa E R for some prime p. 
Since pa E R, p”R [A] c R for some n > 0. Let x and y be variables. Then 
t’y+ux)P”-xER[x,y]. W e now define an R-algebra A as follows (cf. 
[15]):A=R[x,y]/((y+ux)P”-x). It iseasy to see that S@jRAgS[X]c 
S[x, y], where X = y + ax, and hence we may consider A as a subring 
R[X-uXP”,XP”] of S[X]. W e must show that A is not a symmetric R- 
algebra of rank one-which here means that A #R [T] for any TEA. 
Suppose contrarily that A = R [T] for some TEA. We may assume that T
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has no constant term (as a polynomial inX). Since S is reduced an 
S[T] = S[X], T= bX for some invertible e ment b of S. Write now 
X-aXP”=a,+a,(bX)+~.~+a,v(bX)‘v with ajER. Then J=a,b and 
-a = a4 b4, where q= p n ; hence bis an invertible element of R: and therefore 
a E R; this is a contradiction. Thiscompletes the proof of (ii) * (i) of 
Theorem. 
Remark. As we referred in the above proof3 Yanik showed in [ 18 j that 
the ring A = R [X + aX2, a2X3, a3X4] is a form of R IX] which is trivial over 
S. His proof depends on a result onweakly projective algebras. We can also 
prove it directly. In fact let F, u, v and X be variables, andlet T= F - aF’ - 
5a3F’ + Za’E” + 14a2uF2 t 6a2u2F - a2uvF + a2u3 E S[F, u, v]. It is then 
easy to see that F - T - aT2 E R [F, u, v ] and T(X t aX2. a’X”: a3X1) = X. 
put B=R[F,u,v]/(F-T-aT2, u-a’T”,u-a3T4). Then 
S[F,u,v,X]/(F-X-aX’,u-a2X3, v-a3X4, X-T)rSjX]: 
and therefore A is isomorphic toB. 
2. A LEMMA ON Pit 
In this section we shall prove the foilowing lemma which is a 
generalization of 116, Lemma 6.41 and [4? Lemma 5.61. Our proof depends 
op, that of 14, lot. cit. ]
LEMMA 1. Let R E S be a finite extension afreduced noetkerian rings, 
and /et A be a form of R [X, ..., XT], where X, ,..., /iare variables, which is 
trivial over S; hence we may identify S OR A with S[X, ?*$., Xr]* Then 
L E Pi@) is extended from R (i.e., L z A ORLO for some L, E 
and only tif S oR E Pic(S[X, ,..., X,]) is extendedfram S and L, E Pic(A,) 
is extended from p for every P E AssR(S/R). 
Proaj: Mote first that A is faithfully flat over R (cf, [8j). The “only if’ 
part is clear. We shall therefore p ove the “if” part: Choose a projective S- 
module K of rank one and an isomorphism a :S[X] aA L + K[X]. (We shaii 
use here the abbreviations S[X]for S[X, ,..., XT]and K[X] for K[X, ,~..? X,].) 
eplacing L by a(L), we may assume that L is an ~-s~bmod~le ofK[X] and 
SL = S[X] L = K[X]. We then put L, = L n K. It is now sufficient to show 
that AL, = L because A is faithfully flat over R. Let v be the canonical map 
Spec(A)+ Spec(R). Then by [ 11, (9.A) and (9.8)], Ass,(K[Xj/L) = 
Wss,(L O,((S/R) 0 4))) = v4Ass,((S/Rl @,A>> = AssidS/~Z and 
Ass,(K[X]/AL,) = w(Ass,((K/L,) OR A)) = Ass,(K/L,). since K/L, c 
K[Xj/L, we have Ass,(K[X]/AL,) c Ass,(K[X]/L) = Ass~(S/R)~ Accor- 
dingly AL, =L if and only if A,L, = L, for every 
Replacing ow R by R, (P E Ass,(S/R)), we may assume th 
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K=S and L=uA (uES[X]). S ince S[X] = SL = uS[X] and S is reduced, 
U is an invertible element of S, and therefore L,, = (ti)n S = 
u(A n u-‘S) = u(A n S) = uR. This shows that L = uA =AL, and 
completes the proof. 
Remark. Swan raised in [ 161 the following problem: If an extension 
A c B of rings is p-seminormal, then Ker[N”Pic(A) + N”Pic(B)] has no p- 
torsion. Using Lemma 1 instead of [ 16, Lemma 6.41, we can solve this 
problem by an analogous method which he used in the proof of [ 16, 
Theorem 6.11. 
In the rest of this ection we assume that R c S is a finite extension f
reduced noetherian rings, and that A is a form of R[X] which is trivial over 
S, i.e., A is an R-algebra such that S 0, A z S[X], where X is a variable. 
COROLLARY 1. (1)8,,, is a projective A-module ofrank one. 
(2) If A, is a polynomial R,-algebra in one variable for every 
P E AssR(S/R), then QIZAIR is extended from R. 
Assume moreover that On,,, isA-free, and let d: S OR A + f2sORA,s be the 
canonical derivation. Then
(3) there is an element X’E S OR A such that SOR A = S[X’] and 
n AIR is generated by X’ as an A-submodule of ~s~x~,,s. 
ProoJ Choose YE S OR A so that S OR A = S[Y]. Since Os,y,,s z 
S[Yl @a QA,R> theassertion (1) follows from [8]; hence by Lemma 1, we 
have the assertion (2). Assume now that a,,, is A-free; hence f2nA,R = AudY 
for some u E S[Y]. Since S[Y] QnA,R =Qnsty,,s, udYis a free base of Ons,y,,s; 
this implies that u is an invertible element of S because S is reduced. Conse- 
quently flA,R = Ad(uY) and S OR A = S [uY] .This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that A has an augmentation E : A + R. Then A is 
a symmetric R-algebra of rank one if and only if A, is a polynomial R,-
algebra inone variable forevery P E AssR(S/R). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show the “if’ part: By virtue of [3], we may 
assume that R is local, and we put L = Ker E. Then S OR L E S[X] ; and 
therefore by [8], L is a projective A-module of rank one. Since our 
assumption A implies that L, is A.-free for every P E AssR(S/R), it
follows from Lemma 1 that L is generated by a regular element Y of A. It is 
then easy to see that A = R [Y]. This completes the proof. 
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3. HIGHER DERIVATIONS AND POLYNOMIAL ALGEBRAS 
e a ring. A locally finite iterative higher derivation on A is a set 
’ = iDjlj=0,1,2,... of endomorphisms of the abelian group A with the 
following conditions : There exists a ring homomorphism y: A -+ A [T] such 
that w(a) = C Dj(a) Tj for all a EA, DiDj = (“tj) Ditj for all i, j, an 
D, = id, where T is a variable (cf. [ 131). 
Let r be a positive integer, and let r= (NJ, where N, is the set of non- 
negative integers. We denote by ei, i= l,..., r, the canonical generators f the 
semigroup I:
Let B be a polynomial S-algebra inr variables, andlet X, ,s..9 X, be 
elements ofB such that B = S[X, ,..., Xr]. By [ 14, Proposition 2.21, X,,-,X, 
bles over S. We then define a set of e~domorphisms ofthe abehan 
by the formula 
where T, )-) T, are variables and for every v = (pl ,..~, v,)E S, 
TlJ = qi .-. Tyr. For each i (l<i<rr) and n>Ot we put Di,= 
i= jDjj)nzO,l,z,,,, is a locally finite iterative higher derivation on B for 
every I: and D, = D,, . . . D,,r if v = (v, ..., vr)(cf. [121 and [ 331). We say 
that he v-tuple D = (d 1 ,..., 0,)is the standard system of higher derivations 
on B with respect toX, ,..., X,.. It is clear that S = {fE B 
Y(# 0) E r). For every fE B we put §upp(f) = {Y E IJD, 
an ideal of S. Then D,(D) G IB for all Y E F3 this hows that 
naturally the standard system of higher derivations on /II3 = S/.qXl 9~‘~) pi,] 
with respect toX, :..., X,.Similarly D induces the standard system of higher 
derivations on B, = Sd[X, .~..X,.] with respect o X, ?..., X, for every 
multiphcative subset d of 5’. Finally, we note here that, for any i* elements 
61 ?..a, 6, E S, D is also the standard system of higher derivations  R with 
respect toX, t b, ,...) X, + b,. 
We now prove 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R E S be a jinite extension freduced ~Qetheria~ 
rings, and let A be an R-algebra such that B = S OR A is a ~o~y~o~~a~ 5-
algebra in r variables, where r is a positive integer; hence we can write 
B = S[X, )...) Xr]for some Xi ,..., x, E B. Let D = (Di )...) ,) be the standard 
r derivations  B with respect toX1 4..., Xr.Consider A as a 
and suppose that D,(A) EA for every v E 1’; where 
b, ?...? b, i
rvI if v = (vl (..., v,). Then A = R [X1 + b, >...) Xr $- b,.] for some 
S. 
ur proof consists ofthree steps. (I) We shall consider first the 
is a Geld. In this case it is easy to see tbat P_ is a domain. lif 
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r = 1, then the assertion follows from [ 131. Therefore we may assume that 
r > 2. We put B’ = S[X, ,...,X?_i] and A’ = B’ n A. Then D,. induces a 
locally finite iterative higher derivation 0; on A, and A’ is the ring of D;- 
constants. Therefore by [ 131, A,= A; [ W] for some f(# 0) E A ’ and WE A. 
Since B is reduced and B;[ W] = Bf= B;[X,], W = u + uX, for some U, 
u E B’. Put a lexicographic order in I-, and let v be the maximal element of 
Supp(v). Then 0 # D,(u) E A n S = R because D,?(W) = v E A. Replacing 
W by D,(v)-’ D,(w), we may assume that v = 1. Let h be an arbitrary 
element of A, and write h = JJ hj(u + Xr)j with hi E B’. We note here that A 
is a direct summand of B as an A-module; hence A,n B = A. Since 
A,=iqu +X,],f”h=~qu +x,)j with aj E A ’ for some 12 > 0. Therefore 
f “hj = aj E A’ c A, and hence hj E (A,” B) n B’ = A’ for all j; this shows 
that A = A ’ [u + X,.] . On the other hand, let g be an arbitrary element of 
B’(c B = S[A’][u +X,1), and write g = C uj(u + Xr)j with u,~ E S[A’]. 
Since g E B’, uj=O for j> 1 and g = u0 E S[A ‘I, and therefore 
B’ = S[A ‘1 = S OR A’. Now by induction on r, A ’ = R [X, + b, ,..., 
X r-1 + b,_ 1] for some bj E S. Choose then b, E S so that u - 6, E A’. It is 
now clear that A = R [X, + b, ,..., X, + b,]. 
(II) Now consider the case that Ass,(S/R) consists of a maximal ideal M 
of R. We then define inductively a family of R-subalgebras, {Sj},i=O,,,z,,,,, of 
S as follows: S, = S and Sj+ 1 = MS,, + R for j = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Clearly 
Mj+ 1 = MS, is a maximal ideal of Sj+,(j = 0, 1, 2,...). Let e be a non- 
negative integer such that M’S c R. Then {Sj/M’} is a descending chain of 
R-submodules of an artinian R-module S/M’; hence there is an integer II 
such that S, = S,, , (= MS,, + R). It now follows from Nakayama’s lemma 
that R,,, = (S,),, and hence R = S, because M’S’ c R. Therefore we may 
assume that MS = M. We then put k = R/M, S = S/M, A= A/MA and 
B= B/MB. It is easy to see that 2 is a domain and M[X, ,..., XT] = MA. 
Moreover D = (0, ,..., -0,) induces a standard system of higher derivations 
D’ = (D;,..., 0;) on Bred = gred[X1 ,..., X,] with respect to X, ,..., X,, and 
D_:(x) SA for all v E I-, where we consider 2 as a subring of 
Bred = A@,%, . Therefore by (I) we have A= k[X, t b, ,..., X, + b;] for 
some bj_E Sred. Let Wj be an element of A such that Xj + bj is the image of 
Wj in A for each j. Write Wj = C cjuX” with qiU E S for every j. Put a 
lexicographic order in r, and let v be the maximal element of Supp(w,). If 
v > e,, then C,,(= the image of c,, in S) is a nilpotent element of S and 
C TD = D,(W,) E A n S = R; hence c,, E M, and therefore 
c,,X” E M[X, ,..., X,] c A. Thus by induction on V, we may assume that 
W, = b, t a,X, with b,, a, E S. Similarly we may assume that 
Wj = bj + ajXj with bj,ajES for all j. Note here that 
aj = D,,( Wj) E A n S = R. Since 1 = aj (mod M), we may also assume that 
aj = 1 kor all j. Therefore we have X, + bl,..., X, + b, E A, and this shows 
that A = R [X, + b, ,..., X, + b,] . 
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(III) We now prove Proposition 2 by induction tt = dim R, where M 
may be infinity. Choose a chain Spec(R) = Z, I ~ .- I Z, of closed subsets 
) such that AssR(S/R) n (Zip 1- ZJ consists of me prime ideal, 
say, Pi, for each i = I,..., m, and AssR(S/Rj = i Y~S.3 P,). We then put 
Si= {aE SjV(R: Ra)~Zj} for each i, where Ra) is the set of prime 
ideals P of such that R : Ra E P. By definition each Si is an subalgebra 
ofS, and S=S,~Ss,z..~ I S, = R. It is easy to see that Ass,~(S~_ ,/S;) 
consists of one prime ideal Qi such that Qi C? R = Pi and (Si)ai = Rpi (cf* i9. 
(5.4)]). Therefore ifAssR(S/R) consists ofmaximal ieals, then by (II) the 
assertion h lds; in particular theassertion h lds if ti = 0. Assume now that 
n > 0, and that he assertion h lds for reduced noetherian rings whose Kruil 
Dimensions are less than IZ. By the above argument, we may assume that 
/R) consists ofa non-maximal prime eal, and we may also assume 
is connected. Let d = {t E R/t is S/ and R-regular]. Then our 
assumptions on R imply dim R, < dim R (= n). Therefore byour induction 
hypothesis, there are elements Wj = C aj,X” (a,, E S: j = I,..., r) ofA s 
that (a) aju = 0 in S, if v # 0, ej, (b) ajCi in S, is an invertible element or 
f5r each j and (6) A, = R, [ W, ,..., W,]. Note here that if I E is S/R- 
regular, then (6’) n R = tR. Let a be an element of S such that a= 0 in 8,. 
Then ta = 0 for some t E d; hence a E R as we remarked just above, and 
therefore a = I) because tis also R-regular. Thus we have ajl, = 0 if v -f 0, ej~ 
Then a,i,,=D,j(Wj) EA n S =R, and moreover by (b), cjaje.= IE~ for 
some cj 6 R, where t is independent of j; replacing Wj by c,~ hj, we may 
therefore assume that aj,. = t for all j, 1 <j < Y. Since tis S 
may consider R/tR as a subring of SjtS, and therefore we may also consider 
AIrA as a subring of _ S/tS[X, )...) Xr]= S/t% @R,/iR AlL.4. For 
SE qx, ?~.a, x,1, we denote by f the image off in tS[X, .“.) X,]~ Since 
Wj E A, tijO = Wj is an element of A/M; hence LajO E A/L4 n S/IS =R/t 
and this means that ajo E R + tS. For eachj, letting ajO = ri + tbj with ri E , 
and bj E 5, we have t(Xj + bj) E A; this implies Xj+ b; E A because i is also 
qx, Ye..> Xr]/kregular. Thus X, + b, ,..., X,.-t b, E A for some 
b,j E S(j = I,..., r). This shows that A = R [X, + b, ?..~, X,.+b,]? and 
completes the proof. 
eOROLLARY 1. With the same notations and ~s§~~~t~ons as in 
~~0~o~it~~~ 2 except for the assumption that R and S are reduced, A is a 
polynomial R-algebra in Yvariables. 
Pro& Let I (resp. J) be the nilradical of R (resp. of 5’). Then 
S/JO&/IA = S/J[X, ,..., X,.], and D induces the standard system of higher 
derivations fi on S/J[X,,..., X7] with respect toX, )~~.> XY.It is clear that 
iy,(A/IA) c A/IA for all v E I-. Therefore by Proposition 2, 
r some WI E A/IA. Let Wj be an element of A 
481/85/l-4 
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whose image in A/IA is wj (j = l,..., r)and let A’ = R [ W, ,..., W,]. Then by 
[ 14, Lemma 2.11 we have A = A’. Since S[A] is a polynomial S-algebra in r 
variables, it follows from [14, Proposition 2.21 that W, ,..., W,.are 
algebraically independent over S (and hence over R). This completes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 2 [2]. Let R G S be a Jinite extension of oetherian ri gs, 
and let A be a form of R[X] which is trivial over S, where X is a variable. 
Assume that R contains Q. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(0 an,,, isa free A-module (of rank one). 
(ii) A E R[X] (as R-algebras). 
ProoJ: It is sufficient to show that the implication (i) * (ii) holds. 
Therefore assume that a,,, is A-free. We may also assume that R and S are 
reduced by virtue of [ 14, Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.21. It then follows 
from Corollary 1 to Lemma 1 that here xists anelement YE S OR A such 
that S OR A = S[Y] and J2nA,R = AdY (s QslyIIs). Let D = {Dj}jEO,,,z,,,., be 
the standard higher derivation on S[ Y] with respect toY, i.e., (0) is the 
standard system of higher derivation on S[Y] with respect to Y. Then 
Dj = (j!))’ D{for j> 2 and D, is the usual derivation on S[ Y] with respect 
to Y. Since QA,R = AdY, D,(A) E A, and therefore Dj(A) G A for all j. The 
assertion n wfollows from Proposition 2. 
As an another application of the above proposition, we have 
PROPOSITION 3. Let R E S be a finite extension of reduced noetherian 
rings, and let A be a form of R[X] which is trivial over S, where X is a 
variable. Then A is a symmetric R-algebra of rank one if and only ifAp is a 
polynomial R,-algebra in one variable forevery P E Ass,(S/R). 
ProoJ The “only if’ part is obvious. The “if’ part: Since locally 
polynomial gebras re symmetric algebras [3], we may assume that R is 
local. Then by virtue of Lemma 1, QnA,R is A-free; hence by Corollary 1 to 
Lemma 1, we can choose YES@,A so hat S@,A=S[Y] and 
f2 A/R = AdY (s finspq,s ). Let A be the set of S/R-regular elements ofR, and 
let D = iDjlj=0,1,2 ,..., be the standard higher derivation on S[ Y] with respect 
to Y. Then D induces the standard higher derivation on S, [ Y], D’ = {D,;}, 
with respect toY. By our assumption, A, = R, [ W] for some WE A,. Since 
S, is reduced and S,[ W] = S, [ Y], we can write W = u + vY with u, 
v E S, . Now our choice of Y implies that vE A, because dW = vdY, hence 
vEA,nS,=R,, and therefore Di( W) = v E R, . Since Dj’( W)= 0 for all 
j > 2, we have Dj’(AA) z A, for all j. Note here that, by the definition of A, 
A = {f E S [ Y]] fin S, [Y] belongs to A, }. Therefore qj(A) E A for all j. The 
assertion n wfollows from Proposition 2. 
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4. THE PROOF OF (i)+ (ii)~F THEOREM 
We already proved in Section 2 that the implication (ii) =+(i) holds. 
Assume now that R is weakly normal in S, and let A be an 
that S OR A is a symmetric S-algebra ofrank one. Consider 
subalgebras, S = S, 3 ... 3 S, = R, defined in (III) of the proof of 
Proposition 2; then Si is weakly normal in Si_r for ch i (cf. the proof of 
19, (5X)]). There ore f we may assume that Ass,(S ) = {P}~ Moreover it 
follows from Proposition 3 (or Corollary 2 to Lemma 1 if A has an augmen- 
tation) that, replacing R by R,, we may also assume that R is a Eocai ring 
with the maximal ideal P. Since R is weakly normal in S, P is the Jacobson 
radical ofS (cf ]17]), and therefore we have a pull back diagram of rings: 
where morphisms are canonical ones. Since A is faithfuily flat over R, we 
also have a pull back diagram of rings: 
A - Sell 
L 
A/PA + 
It is now sufficient to show that A/PA is a polynomial /P-algebra in one 
variable. In fact suppose that A/PA = R/P[ f] for some E S/P[X] 1Since 
SIP is reduced and S/P[f ]= S/P[X], f= ti $ bX with GE S/P and 
bE U(S/P) = the set of invertible elements ofS/P. As we remarked above, P 
is the Jacobson radical ofS; hence the canonical map U(S)+ U(S/P) is 
surjective, and therefore we may assume that f= ow by the second 
diagram above, we have A = R[X]. Note here that weakly normal in 
S/B. Thus we may assume that R is a field k and is a finite product 
K, of fields such that kc K, c k (= an algebraic closure of k) for 
Then by [15, Lemma 1.11 or [IO, 6.7.1 and 6.7.71, A is a 
k-algebra inone variable. (Note that A is a domain, and that if 07 is a 
complete r gular curve over k contaning Spec(Aj as an open subset, hen 47. 
Spec(A) is a point which is rational over k; hence C is smooth over Spec(k).) 
This completes the proof. 
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